EXHIBIT 1(b)

among the Muslim states on the eCOnOlTliC level. Because of
ger.eral economic backwardness in most of the Islamic states, they
look towards the Western world and other sources for the solution

C)f their econcmic problems. We may say that first; the ultimate'
aim of Islam is to establish a rniver-sal community, Ummah. The
others

having

faith

in

nOh-Islami~

ideologies

may

corner

themselves into Islam and then if they desire so can join the
Ummah

Second ,

commitment to

Islamic

enforce the

ideology
Universal

revolves
Divine

around
L8.w

the

in the

community. The community will see to it that everything may be
according to the needs of the people and demand of modern age.
4. Islam also preaches about the political integration of the Ummah
on a universal basis so that it may become a world Ummah.
5. An Islamic State is not fully sovereign in the sense that according
to the faith of Islam. ultimate Sovereignty vests in God. In strict
sense. it is not a national state because the Ummah is a community
of faith. and mostly comprised of di fferent tribf:s races or
lIationalities, who may speak different I:mguages and be of
different colors. but who share a common spiritual aspiration of
faith.
The Holy Quran has not covered all the aspects of the government
particularly on. mnny of those questions in the ever changing social and
political conditions of the first century of the hijra, when Islam intermingled
with the highly sophisticated and advanced Byzantine and Sassanid
civilizations. giving birth to all kinds of controversies. conflicts and
contradictions . No doubt, Ihere is no mention in the holy Quran about the
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structure 0f the state, but this omission

inste~d

adjustment to new conditions motivated the Muslim

of leaving scope for
~cholars

and jurists to

interpret thl! different verses of the holy Quran in their own style an:! way.
The government was running the administration by drawing inspiration from
the holy Quran and the

teachin~s

advice of the representatives

of Prophet Moh1mmed (PBUH). The

0: tne Muslim community was made available

by the ShuY'Q or the Council of EI~ers. The Islamic ideology is not concerned
with popular enactment of law as they reveal the external will of the
Almighty. The laws are to be enacted by a legislative body or pOlitical
authority where the holy Quran is silent and the Prophet has also not said
anything. It seems fit that the Calipn is authorized to offer his interpr(.tation.
In the Islamic .Sta!e, no body can violate the iaws of the Shariah. Violation
of law is considered a sin and a grave off(!nce. The Caliph is responsible for
the implementation of the Shariah on citizens. and can impose limitation as
laid down by Shariah. He is also responsible for the defense of the Islamic
State and authorized to comrr.and the army, collect the lawful taxes
(according to the Shariah) from the people and punish those who involve
themselves in cheating and corruption.
No individual is a'Jthorized to dismiss tile Heaj of the Muslim State. Even
an adulterer and a tyrant have to be toleratcd by his people. But political
authority is checked by the religious restraints. Ifan Imam in power commits
or indulges himself in a sacrilegious act, deviates from Shariah or indulges
in something which is against the teachings of Islam, he is to be dismissed
from lmamal. The Muslim scholars Ibn Abi-ar-Rabi, Ali-Farabi and Ibn
Khaldun have discussed the concept of sovereignty in an Islamic State. Even
the holy Quran has declared that if there were other God in the universe,
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lhere would have been chaos and confusion, A divided sovereignty is
nothing but a contradiction in terms,
Islam is ~e.:ular in character and it gives respect to every religion and
provides justice to the non-Muslims, The holy Quran has stated "let there be
no compulsion in religion," 1(1 It further adds "Lakumdeena kum Waleydeen
(upto you, your religion, and unto me, my religion), II In the same tone in the
holy Quran. it has also been emphasized that "you are the best nation ever
brought fOl1rth to men, commanding right conduct, and having faith in
God,,,12 Influenced by the Western liberal ideas of religious tolerance, the
modernist interpretations tend to play up the traditional view of the identity
of prophetic teachings, while at the same time not rejecting the thesis that all
men OUg:1t to become Muslims,
Hence, there is 31so a need for rapprochement between the historic character
of the Islamic institutions and the modern Western ideas concerning the
mutual relationship of the SLlle and community, The community for its
proper functions must be given proper freedom of diversity, consistent with
the requirements of the state as a guarantor and a Servant of its liberties, In
the early days of Islam there was a strong relation between the two. Prophet
Mohammed (PBUH) worked for the establishment of a nation by completely
uniting different tribes and their heads, Religion, therefore, since then is the
basic bond of the Islamic

comml1niL~'.

A community thus built up on the

institution of worship, and associated religious ceremonies and precepts,
appealed to the deepesi human instinct3, In the Islamic system , religion is
completely understood by its relationship with the community and
comr.1Unity in its turn is identified with the state. This community of Islam
was considered in theory, of the chosen few and they were asked to establish
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the sovereignty of Allah on earth. There was also an insistence on the
common .node of life to be adopted in the Islamic system. The advocates of
the Islamic State can learn frorr. the experience of community builoing in
Islam in the early period. They would definitely recommend the common
mode of life for all those living in an Islamic State.
In view of thoo: strong tendency to the ide.1tity of the state and community in
primitive Islam, any modern Islamic

~tate

is likely, in loyalty thereto, to

minimize di fferences within it arising out of geographical and cultural
backgrounds. Its state structure would tend towards uni formity and common
mode of life rather than towards diversity.
In the Islamic State laws which arc not in conformity with the - Holy Quran
and the Sunnah should nN be allowed to exist. The ultimate source of
authority according to the Islamic principles is God alone. As Islam is a
comprehensive religion, and gives guidance in all walks of life. "Fiqh the
law of Islam, as developed from the very beginning, comprehends, with
special care, religio-moral, social, economic, and political aspects of human
life."iJ That is why il'
according to the

3

man in the Islamic state is performing his duties

IslUlni~

law, he is deemed to ne fulfilling God's will. The

primary source of Islamic legislation is the holy Quran. Undoubtedly, the

Sunnah is as an independent source, but for all prlctical purposes, it is
secondary to the Quran.
The Sharic h is composed of those clear-cut commands and prohibitions
which are contained in the holy Quran and the Slinnah and nothing else. The
great jurists and scholars of Islamic jurisprudence over the years have deeply
studied and examined the holy QlIran and the Slinnah and have developed a
number of legal principles with regard to many problems. But they cannot be
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treated as part of the Shariah as their main intention was to facilitate the
application of Shariah principles to specific qU'estions arising in their time.
In the Muslim financial system, to secure the social welfare out of the
revenue of the state has been accepted as the prime guiding principle.
Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) was motivated by the simple idea that
Treasury of a state belonged to whole community irrespective of any
distinctions.
The Islamic economic system is accepted as !.he first and foremost capitalist
system and it is based on three well-known economic principles Private
interest and gain as a target, competition as a means, and freedom as a prerequisite condition. Moreover. the moral and ethical concepts have been
given proper place in the system and obey fully and unconditionally to these
dictates. The difference between the Islamic and the capitalist economic
system is n ,garded as cardinal and fundamental. In the Islamic systt..m the
community

'lS

a whole is accepted as the main factor whose welfare and well

being is alw'3ys on the forefront while in other sysiems such emphasis is on
the individual factoL I .!
The Islamic system forbids the concentration of wealth

In

the hands of a

small minority or group. Instead it ad locates the distribution of such vast
capital into small and medium sized uni,s. The law of inheritance laid down
in the Islamic system provides lor the splitting up and distribution of wealth
over a wide range of beneficiaries. It also insists on the principle of
combating, wisely and sanely, the mischievous tyrant of large financial
. I 15
capIta.
The Islamic system does not at "II recognize the lending of money on
interest as it wages a war, a determLlec! war against all transactions and
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loans whose only aim is to collect the interest from the borrower. The .
lending of money on interest is prohibited by Islam becflllse labor is
"regarded in the Islamic system as complementary to capital, and in some
case eqlJal to it."lb While Islam prohibits interest and expects the well to do
to provide interest free loans to those who lack capital, it a'. the same time
lays very strong emphasis on all borrowers for prompt payment of their
loans. I f there is no interest, then a number of probkms will emerge. The
purchasing power of money would be used up either in consumption or in
investment, directly through banks operating on the principle of profit and
risk sharinE, in a joint enterprise in the Islamic economy. That is called the
institution of mudarabah in Islamic economies. In the presence of

mudarabah the positive rate of profit would take the place of rate of
interest. 17 A positive rate of profit arrests the problem of speculative demand
for cash balances because the ex demand of money capital is reduced to an
actual demand and this is based on a poor contractual sharing of profits from
a joint venture in accordance with relative costs or relative capital outlays in
a given production or investm<!nt. ls

Zakat is another practice of tne Islamic ideology which has already become
a prut of Islamic economic and social set up. Was it not a wise step for
enforcing the law so that economically weaker people of the Islamic
community should be saved fr'JTol s·Jccumbing to irresponsible and atheistic
ideologies? As no one willingly and v lluntarily provide material help to the
needy with the result that the Muslim community won't be able to register
progress in educational, cultural and allied fields.
The cont;.nuing vitality of Islam !las been given due importance in the
contemporary world. The Islamic world
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h~s

started asserting the continuing

validity of the teaGhings of Islam in the context of modern history. Keeping
in mind what has been said in the holy Quran and the Sunnah legal systems

(Shariah), social institutions and ecollomic structures are being examined in"
tenus of Islamic expectations. In some parts of the world, it is the product of
government action, and elsewhere the motivating force behind it is the
activities of non-governmental associations and individuals. Howe\'er,
"behind the diversity is a common belief that the truth of Islam is regardless
of changing circumstances. ,,1'1
After the emergence ot' western colonialists ant! their objective to establish
domination over Muslim countries which were at that time part of the
Ottoman Empire, some Muslim thinkers were compelled to examine the
serious modern challenges with a serious bid to come to grips with new
realities of modern age. New forces, such as constitutionalism, nationalism,
and even social unrest, which had long been obscurely germinating in Islam
but which had been previously denied expression emerged into focus. The
First Worl.) War thus found Islam everywhere deeply stirred against
European ai;gression, keenly conscious of its own solidarity, and frankly
reaching out for Asiatic allies ill the projected slruggle against European
domination. Pan- Islal11isl11 thus emerged and spread as a result of t:le
external aggression. It had its roots in the sentiment of unity which binds
Muslim to Muslim by bonds of friendship, religiolls tolerance and affection.
The Islamic world, one finds variations in local custums and traditions but
there is ccmplete understanding and unanimity on the basic law. In the 19th
century, m·)st of the Muslim scholars were uf the view that Islam must be
jettisonec, (If the medieval accretions and its pristirle purity restored. No olle
talked

abo,~t

reformation and were mainly interested in the r<!storation of the
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Islam of thl! Sa/a! the first companIOns and successors of the Prophet.""
Those belonging to the 20th century, particularly Abda Rashid Rida and
Ghazali base the Islamic Stllte on Shariah. They feel that Shariah is the axis
around which the religion of 1!'lam revolves. According to Mau13na Aza Din
in realit.y was devotion to God through righteous living, find was no
exclusive heritage of any single group of people. On the other hand, S,mriah
was the common heritage of all mankind, and knew no change. A number of
Indian Muslim intellectuals, Particularly Sir Mohammad Iqbal and Sir Syed
Ahmed Khan, dissatisfied with the plight of Muslims, had launched a
movement to put limitations on

·.ho~e

elements in traditional Islam which

they felt ""ere responsible for the decline of Islam. From the late nineteenth
century onward, such self-criticism and self··advice became lasting features
of Indian Islam and the modern Islam elsewhere. The resurgence in Islarr. is
regarded as the product of developments within modern society and the
continuing appeal of the Islamic tradition. The impact of the 'modern
transformation" on the Islamic world has a long history but during the 1970s,
a less commonly observed but equ'lily important aspect of the modern
dimension of the Islamic experience was the impact on Muslim life of the
"transformation of the modern demands", a key element in the resurgence of
Islam. A renewed variety of traditional religion is also visible in the Islamic
world. Modern educated Muslims are increasingly vigorous in the
affirmation of their faith and of its relevance to all aspects of life. Countries
belonging to the Islamic world, particulurly Saudi Arabia, Iran and Pakistan
in the seventies further strengthen the resurgence of Islam and the concept of
Islamic State based on Islamic ideulogy and principles The 'divine will' has
motivated this phenomenon of Islamic resurgence as is usually propagated
and believed by the faithful "hut the mundane matters like the motive tor
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power, economic interests, stich as political expediencies, play a very
decisive role in detennining :he strategies and policies of those rulers who
are riding the crest of the wave of Islamic resurgence. The role of religion in
general and international politics has always been a hot topic for discussion
even for a common man who is otherwise not active in politics or affairs of
the state. But in the case of impact of religion in the Islamic State, it is
somewhat easy to analyze any issue concerning any Islamic Polity as no
separate political, economic or social sphere of activity is independent of
religion: when one talks of Politics in an Islamic Statl. religion has its place
in it. When one talks of religion. the politics is always present. Furthermore.
the politic, of Islamic fundamentalism is mainly based on the "variegated
political conditions from country to Country". Neither in Pakistan nor ir. Iran
and Saudi Arabia. There were popular demands, to convert the social setup
according to the Shcriah.
The fundamentalists regard these serious threats to the fundamental message
of Islam as enshrined in the primary sources, i.e . the holy Quran and the
sayings of Mohammed (PBUH) (Hadilh). The Muslim fundamentalism is
also called lslamism,

becaus~

it visualizes itself as a rival to all •foreign '

ideologies such as socialism. sOl11l11unisl11.

tascism. nationalism and

liberalism. 21
In the seventies. the suddell increase in the pnces of oil in 1973 and the
emergence .)f Ayatollah Khomrini in Iran are some of the reasons which
increased t:1C prcsslirc of thosc wh(, w(!re slIpp(\rting fundamentalisn~ in
various Islamic countries. But the former commands more respect and
prestige even ir those countries where their respective governments are
making all out efforts to strengthen the foundations of Islamic State, by
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changing, amending and replacing the Constitlltions. "For the Islamic
conscious. the political domimtion of the unbelievers became increasingly
unacceptable as the civilization impact of the colonizers deepened.,,22 A
section of lltt! Muslims in differenl Countrit!s of lht! world has developed a
feeling

th ~ l

,heir failure to solve their political. economic and social

problems attributed to the neglect of their Islamic heritage. They arc
convinced that only Islamic ideology anJ the state ,ystem based on it, would
overcome all types of Western-oriented .nisfortunes. Primary need was felt
to return to the great old system. return to the Shariah, to a serious under
standing of Islam and its calculated applications in the public and private life
of all the Muslims. The fundamentalists advocate that Islamic ideology
should be the basis of polili.:al and social institutions in thf' Islamic world.
As an opF'osi tion force, it is present in almost all the countries belonging to
the Islamic world. 2)
As a mass belief system v!hich is deeply concerned in the shaping of
individual and collective perceptions of social reality and as a political force
which is being exploited by both government and political opposition
movements, recently Islam has reasserted itself wilh increased vigor. In this
sense, the world over the years has witnessed the beginning of a new phase
as a cyclical pattern of ebb-and-flow between secularist trends and Islamic
tendencies. This pattern has been witnessed by tht! people of the world
continuously since the latter part of the nineteenth century. In the social
sphere the current Isl~.mic phenomenon can be witn :ssed in the revivalist
religious movements launched in different parts of the world, in the
regeneration of Islam's cultural heritage and in the apparent rise of an
Islamic consciousness.
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Islamic icleology has been highly politicized <lnd used in the modern Muslim
world, iT' the hope for further strengthening the belief :lmongst common man
that only Islamic ideology has the solution of all their political, economic,
social, cultural and religious problems. A considerable part of the population
in the Islamic world has adopted the Western mode of life and the majorities
are illiterate. They consider Islamic traditions, customs, institutions and
beliefs as part -:>f their every day life and protest against colonial and
imperialist oppression in religious form. The people find in Islam

'3

form of

protest' agains.t a way of life. foisted on them from the outside with its cult
of the golden calf, oppression (f national culture, and the propagation of
'violence and immortality'." Nevertheless the forces of modernization are
also active in the 1,lamic world, w.th even more upsetting impact. The
separation of individual collective entities, resulting from rapid population
growth and the process of urbanization , the rise and growth of centralized
bureaucratic state, the changing nature of economic activities,
introduction of new techniques and methods in almost all
human activity. have changed

th~

th~

the

fields of

whole context of human mind.

The Iranian Revolution convinced many Muslims that Islamic rev:val is
possible only through violent

mean~

and revolutionary methods. The term

Islamic resurgence is being used by political analysts in the western
countries in a totally different manner. Furthermore, the secular polIticians
have accepted firmly the Western mode at' political life as real and final,
Islamic movements still hope that they would change the situation and
restore the I:;\amic order in the years to come.';
Islam has great potential for establishing a m;w sel\se of confidence among
the Muslim masses to launch a movement against
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,h~

inequality, corruption

and injustice, made popular by the rulers at home, and. against the
exploitation or imperialist powers. Strict legalization of Islam has become a
tool in the hands of those Muslim rulers who are making its maximum use
for the political purposes anrJ to consolida:e their political positions. This
tendency should be checked forthwith. The teachings oflslam have to be reexamined in the deeper social. economic, scientific and cultural. There is a
need in th'! Muslim countries to launch a movement with a definite purpose
and clear aim of re-examining the various planks of Islamic ideology, Thus,
the struggle for political power has not been exception to Muslim society
like Pakistan. The tussle has always been between traditionalists and
modernists,

The interpretations of various aspects of Islam have always

been a source of dichotomy. creating problems which sometimes pose a
serious chc.llenge to the existence of Islamic social political and economic
instituticns, Particularly, the differences were on the increase in the

r~cent

past. Issu\! like state authority. interests of the capitalists and feudal forces
have dominated the political milieu,

Thu~.

the Ulema used to sanction any

reforms in the prevailing Islamic institutions and presently their circle have
been broaden to include: religious scholar, politicians and even political
parties having jeep faith :n the Islamic ideology. Particularly, in Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia and Iran, such groups have further led to dissension in those
societies, Although through the passage of time various groups have been
created to discuss and debate the relevance or the Quran and Sunna.l in the
modem world, However, the debate remains inconclusive in Pakistan,
therefore political, economic and social problems remain unresolved,
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0.2

RE1!IEARCH METHODOLOGY

This is

G

basic and exploratory research ard it is based on the extensive

literature survey is conducted from various sources. Hence the research is
essentiaJlya product of the following sources:

I.

Published material on Pakistan, Books,

II.

Journals, Periodicals, Newspapers,

III.

Unpublished dis;ertations and reports.

IV.

Government documents, constitutions, resolutions and other
official publicatior.s.

O. 3

ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

The general scheme of the s'.uJy is simple and has been divided into six
chapters in addition to an

introductio~

and conclusion.

Chapter I provides an historical overview of Islam and its meaning and
application in the true sense. It covers the Islamic concepts from the time of
the prophet (P.B.U.H.). the four Caliphs 01' Islam and onwards in the
succeeding centuries explaining the meaning of the terms like Ummah,
Shariat, Millat, Shura pte. as analyzed and applied in Muslim societies.

Chapter" examines the advent of Islam in the sub-continent region which
become central to Muslims in their

~trugglc

for powtr and establishment of a

society based on Islamic id~ology. It covers th<: period between the 8'"
century to the time the freedom struggle of Muslims of the Indo-Pak
subcontinent,

finally achieved their aim of an

independent Muslim

homeland. It also deals with the opposition the Qaid-e-Azam Mohammad
Ali Jinnah faced as well the disharmony between moral and cultural icieals
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of Islam and the mc-dem structure of the state during the struggle for
freedom from imperialist control.

Chapter III is an analysis of the various efforts of constitution making in
Pakista.n between 1947-56 covering the nations of the Islamic character of
the state as well as the political conditions prevalent in the century which
affected the framing of the constitution of the newly born state resulting in
its delay. Since Islamization

i~

a process which should be implemented

II

through the necessary state structure with clear objectives and aims, the
various debates on the process and disparity of views and between the ulema
and moderate elements in Pakistan is also dis';u~sed. It was these diverse
views and their incompatibility at times together with the political intentions
of the ruling elites which lad to the unnecessary delay in constitution making
in Pakistan.

Chapter IV covers the temporary resolution of issues in Pakistan political
and constitutional history when the first constitution was made having
definite felltures. This also covers the issues which surfaced after the
constitution was abrogated and replaced by authoring in 1962 by a military
Junta and how the unsettled problems of representation language and the
role oflsl<:m finally led to the dismembennent of the country in 1971.

Chapter V throws light on the politiclIl and constitutional conditions during
the time of L.A. Bhutto and how as a seasoned politician he was able to
assume

t~e

highest authority before embarking on the road to Islamization

through constitution making. It also covers political controvcrsie~ which
generated mass agitations as well as the efforts of combined opposition in
support of Nizam-i-Mustafa. How far Bhutto was su(;cessful in pulling the
country through the most difficult t:mes as well as establishing legitimacy of
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his civilian administration is also c.) vered in this chapter. It also explains
how far PPP proved its love for Islamic irieology and principal by .
introducing a constitution containing

suffici~nt

scope for the establishment

of an tslamic estate in Pakistan with Islamic provisions more tough and
deta;led

a~

compared to the earlier two constitutional documents.

Chapter VI, analysis the role of General 2.ia ul Haque and the military in the
domain of politics after coup d'etat of 5'h July 1977. it also (;overs

,lOW

a

Muslim fundamentalist for the first time in the turbulent history of Pakistan
dedicated himself to the process of Islamization in the country by
introducing sweeping changes in the legal judicial and administrative
structure and what was the political fallout of such a move were all his
efforts a genuine move to establish a th !ocratic state or were they a political
agenda for military regime .
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CHAPTER 1
ISLAM AND POLITICS:
A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

CHAPTER 1

1.

ISLAM AND POLITICS: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The Muslim s0ciety of today faces issues which it has not encountered for
the last 1500 years. Muslims do not look at social, political or economic
issues from purely secular angles. Thei. approach and perspective is usually
'faith-oriented'. Since faith is not a mathematical affair, answers to such
issues are usually approximations opening fresh questions, arguments,
disagreements and new efforts. Since the establishment of Pakistan there has
been a growing popular demand for incorporating Islamic principlt:s into the
constitution and for the Isbmization of laws. economy, politics and society.
With the exception of a few minor political groupings with secular
orientations, almost all sections of the political populace agree and recognize
that in spite of their mutual differences regarding details, there is an urgent
need for reconstruction of Pakistani society on the basis of Islamic ideology.
This would therefore be an appraisal of the process of Islamization in the
constitutional and political development.
A clear understanding of what is meant by Islam and Islamic state ·is
essential as well as appropriate in our context. The term Islam has been
grossly misunderstood and misllsed sometimes tendentiously - by scholars,
statesmen, politicians and apologists of capitalism (and even Islamic
socialism). As every rul ing class needs an ideology to perpetuate its rule,
18

Islam has been variously interpreted throughout the centuries in the Muslim
world by different classes, political groups, autocratic rule, fundamentalists,
modernists and religious fanatics. Unless tbe cor.cepl of Islam is clearly
defined, emotive and confusing terms like 'militant Islam', 'upsurge of
Islam', 'renaissance of Islam', 'Islamic democracy', 'Islamic economic5',
'Islamic Science' and such other popular cliches, cannot be correctly
understood. I Hence in broad interpretation three categories can be made (a)
Original or revolutionary Islz.m of the Quwnic conception (b) feudal or
medieval lslam (c) capitalist ('[ bOJrgeois Islam - there are forms of
interpretations actually pertaining to different historical periods, socioeconomic formulati0ns and conditions of medieval and modern times.

It is the central thesis of this study that Pakistani political system has failed
because the foundations of the state and requirements of modernization have
not been bridgeable by ::lny insti:utional arrangement yet. Hence since the
creation of the country in 1947 several constitutional failures, l1"i1itary
coups, secession of the eastern winL of tht: country, half heaJted efforts to
enforce an Islamic ideology has lead to little success in developing a
workable political system. Why there has been a failure to develop an
effective ar,d durable political and constitutional arrangement within an
ideological framework, the following factors have been important: First
there is inco,npatibility in among the concepts of authority which compete
for dominance within the system. Seconu, there is incongruity between the
more traditionJI of these concepts and the demands of the modern state.
Third, the pol itical

proce~s

has been more accessible and responsive to

certain political interests. specially regi0nal and economic. resulting

In

frustration and hostility. Fourtl-., there has bet'!n a failul'l! to evolve a political
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culture prescribing ways in which political institutions are supposed to work.
Finally, international events have conspired to frustrate developmental
efforts. An analysis would require an understa'1ding of political system in
totality, a3 viewed in Islam as well as issues involved from the origins of
Pakistan till the late 1980s.
During the classical Muslim state, the life time of Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) the exercise of leadership was a function of the Prophetic mission
hence the terms state, government and community had a different meaning.
But the distinction between the early concept of state and community,
government and authority must be understood so that the true nature of the
early organization of Islam and modern political concepts in this regard are
not used interchangeably. These Islamic political c1Jncepts had developed in
the context of entirely different social, economic, political and historical
settings. Thi~ creates problems of definition and semantics.2

However,

Ummah and Khaltfah both have their owr. distinctive meanings. 3 In ·tiew of
these difficulties it is essentiai to sort out the politically relevant terms of
Islam in tile light of basic sources of Muslim political theory namely the

Quran, Sunnah, Hadith , the earlY :listorical records and medieval treatises
on Muslim Constitutional Law. The community as described by the Quran
as Ummah, the members as Mumineen (faithful), the ideology as Islam or
submission to one God. The Quran says:
I.

Mankind were one community, Allah sent unto them Prophets as
bearers of good tidings and as warners.'1

2.

Thus we have appointed you a middle nation that ye may be
witness against mankind and that the Messer.ger may be a v'itness
against you 5

5

JO

To modem sociologists the community antedates the state implying that
every community may not necessary is a political community in the modem
sense. R. M. Maclver defines commun:ty as follows:
'~Communities

comes from having lived a life in common, it is

a focus of soci3.1 beings ... all the laws of the cosmos, physical,
biological and psychologicai, conspire to bring it about that
beings that live together shall resemble each other. Wherever
men live together :hey develop in some kind and degree
distinctive comn.on characteristics, manners, traditions, modes
of speech etc."
In contradistinction to this concept the state is that stage where a community
attains a sovereign status hence it can be pre-political but not un-political.
The moment a community starts endeavouring consciously to define and
obtain its political goals it becomes potentially a state-community and when
these goals are achieved it becomes a state in the formal sense. This logic of
interpreting the Prophetic phase of Islam results in the notion that the Holy
Prophet (PBUH) was not solely or primarily concerned with organizing a
state his aim was to lay the foundations of a moral community to permeate
the people with the spirit of Islam. In this process methods and pre-Islarr:ic
institutions 'Mhich were morally acceptable to Muslims were pressed into
form. The question of political leadership came into prominence after the
death of the Prophet (PBUH) mainly because the Prophet had not
determined the problem of his successi0n leaving it to be decided in
accordance with the ;sood sense of the comrnuni t./
decided the early sta.te-community became a state.
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and as soon as its was

In the text of the Quran tenus like Ummah (community), din (faith), Millah
(religious Gommunity), Shariah (Prime Law), Qaum (group), Khalifah
(succession),

//J1(1/J1(1h

(leadership) arc lIsed in their generic as well as

technical sense but in the later

sour~es

of hadith (tradition), fa/sir (exp.gesis),

and fiqh Uurisprudence) are used in their technical sense. Hence in
understanding a developing Muslim society and state these tenus should be
defined ill their proper ideological, historical and social perspectives.
In modem Arabic, the term qallm means 'nationality' while qaumyiat is the
equivalent of nationalism. H The ~erm qaum in the modern sense is not used
in the context of the medieval Islamic usage where it was used in a general
sense to mean a group of people or folk who assemble for some specific
objectives. Heace it does not connote either the model n concept of
nationality or national ism.')
The Quranic term Millah refers to a human group united by a prophet on the
basis of divine guidance. It literally means Din (faith) or Shariah (revealed
law). Din is used in a wider sense, used beth for religion ofGoq as well as of
a prophet (Din Allah) (Millah aI-Ibrahim) Khalifah occurs frequently in the
Holy Quran and in the great hadith literature. Technically it applies to the
institution of choosing the

~uccessor

of the Prophet as the head of the

Islamic community. In examining materials on Caliphate there are two major
expressions - Khalafat Allah and Khilafat al-Rasool. In the first expression
it is Allah Almighty, who is the predecessor in so far as the Khalifah is the
vice regent of God. Either the Prophet himself or the community should be
regarded as the successor the object of succession would be either prophetic
mission or the leadership of the Ummah or both. The ultimate responsibility
of enforcing the divine laws would be vested in the Khalifah. The Islamic

political theory based on such a senes of propositions would necessarily
presume

fOl~r

basic concepts:

I.

:he ultimate sovereignty of God

2.

TI',e

3.

Political authoritj to be exercised eitl-jer by the successor of the

vicegerel1 '~y

of mankind on earth

Prophet or by the Ummah and
4.

The enforcement of the Shariah (Divine Law) as the ultimate
object of the political authority.

In other words it is difficult to say who is the ultimate sovereIgn of the
Islamic Ummah because God is the ultimate sovereign but ht: will not
descend to rule hence he has sent Prophets who received divine laws and
organized the Ummah. Thus we can conclude that in this sense political
authority rested with the Prophet. If we I;mit the role of the Prophet as a
messenger of God then real political authority would lie elsewhere i.e. either
with the successor of the Prophet or the Ummah as a collective organization
or the Srariah as a core of divine laws. If we ossume that authority lay with
the Prophet then it may be argued that as the Prophets role was limited and
had ceased after his death, then there could be no successor of the Prophet as
the ruler of the community. After dismissing these two propositions only
two valid explanations remain (I) either the political authority rested with
the community as a whole or (2) otherwise it would rest with the Shariah.
But the sovereignty of the Shariah cannot be sustained becau~e it is subject
to interpretations in legislation, app:icalion and enforcement therefore
naturally authority would ultimately reside in the community or Ummah.
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